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Abstract

In PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2021,
we developed an ensemble model by combining different
epochs of ResNet to classify cardiac abnormalities from
12, 6, 4, 3, 2 lead electrocardiogram (ECG) signals, where
epochs are chosen based on validation performance on
China Physiological Signal Challenge (CPSC) dataset and
Georgia dataset. In order to adapt to the specially de-
signed Challenge score, we designed a multi-task loss to
combine the benefit of binary cross-entropy loss and Chal-
lenge loss. Besides, we also integrated a subsample fre-
quency feature into the model to learn from the signals. To
gain a better generalization ability, mixup and weighted
loss are introduced.

We submitted our model in the official phase with team
name DataLA NUS, and our final selected model achieved
a Challenge score of 0.51, 0.51, 0.51, 0.50, 0.52 (ranked
8th, 5th, 6th, 8th, 5th) on the 12-lead, 6-lead, 4-lead, 3-
lead, and 2-lead setting on the final hidden test set with the
Challenge evaluation metric.

1. Introduction

Electrocardiography is a commonly used, non-invasive
technique for recording electrical changes and examining
the physiological activities of the heart. The record, named
electrocardiogram (ECG), shows the series of waves that
relate to the electrical impulses that occur during each
heartbeat. In the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology
Challenge 2021 [1, 2], we are required to develop mod-
els for electrocardiograms of 12, 6, 4, 3, 2 leads to identify
the cardiac abnormalities present in recordings from [1–8]
datasets. In this paper, we will show our proposed methods
and what we have tried in this Challenge for inspiration.1

2. Methods

In this section, we first introduce how we process the
data. After obtaining the preprocessed signals, we train
our model using multi-task learning to align better with
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clinical realities: We adopt a normal binary cross-entropy
loss and a loss based on the Challenge score metric that is
later referred as Challenge loss. For every input signal, we
first feed them into our modified 1D-resnet18 [9] or 1D-
effientnet [10] model to get its embedding and then pass
this embedding through two independent linear layers to
generate two predictions. These two predictions are used
to calculate binary cross-entropy loss and Challenge loss
separately.

2.1. Data Processing

The Challenge data was sourced from eight organiza-
tions [1–8], and recordings from different sources have
distinct features. As an initial step, we want to process
all samples into fixed length and fixed sample frequency.
Based on the observation that most recordings are 500Hz,
we decide to upsample or downsample all recordings into
500Hz. By analyzing the dataset statistics, we find that
most samples are around ten seconds, and the INCART
[5] dataset with 30-minute-long signals only contains 74
recordings and does not appear in the test dataset. We de-
cide to sample all recordings to samples with lengths equal
to 4096 instead of splitting them into multiple patches.
Zero padding is introduced for recordings shorter than
4096, and for recordings longer than 4096, we randomly
select the start point to fetch a fixed-length patch. Besides
the recording itself, we also utilize some auxiliary infor-
mation, including age and sex.

2.2. Model Architecture

For Our model architecture, we tried two types of widely
used deep learning architecture for generating our record-
ing embeddings, 1D-Resnet18 and 1D-Efficientnet, with
details as below.

1D-Resnet18 Except the design of multi-task loss, We
also modify the Resnet18 [9] in a way following the last
year challenge’s winning solution[11]:one convolutional
layer followed by N = 8 residual blocks (ResBs) with large
kernel and dropout layer, each of which contains two con-
volutional layers and a squeeze and excitation (SE) block
introduced by [12]. After obtaininng the embedding of sig-
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nals, a fully connected layer is introduced to analyze aux-
iliary information, including patient age and gender, and
join in recording embedding into two independent dense
layers for different loss functions.

1D-Efficient net We also try to use the modified 1D Ef-
ficientNet [10] as the main model architecture during the
official phase. This model is first published on [10] and its
one-dimensional PyTorch implementation originates from
this repo.

Challenge loss Since our classification task considers
the clinical reality that making some misdiagnoses is more
harmful than others and some misdiagnoses are partially
acceptable, we design a special challenge loss to adapt our
model. Besides, we design a special task-aware loss func-
tion to teach our model different severity of making mis-
diagnoses during training. Specially speaking, we define
continuous relaxation of the scoring metric and optimiz-
ing the resulting loss function directly in our end-to-end
framework so the model can align better with clinical real-
ities as captured in the scoring metric. Specifically, denote
the weight of score metric as wij , the model prediction as
x, and the label as y. The challenge loss is calculated by:

norm = max(1, sum(max(x, y))) (1)

zij = yixjwij (2)

Challenge Loss =
sum(z)

norm
(3)

This challenge loss is indeed the challenge scoring met-
ric generalized to non-binary input cases. So after feeding
the recordings to the model during training, we can get a
generalized challenge score between model scalar outputs
and labels without any threshold and then use it as a loss
to supervise backward. We also implemented a batch-style
computing function of this challenge loss to make its speed
acceptable for training our model.

BCEloss We also adopt the binary cross entropy loss
since this Challenge task is basically a multi-label classifi-
cation problem.

Weight Loss for Imbalanced Class We also tried a
modified BCE loss for the data imbalance problem. Fig-
ure 1 shows the positive labels of the ground truth for ev-
ery class. It demonstrates that the data imbalance prob-
lem is significant in most classes. In order to solve this
problem, we have tried two solutions: one is to use the
weighted binary cross-entropy loss; another is to use an
imbalanced data sampler. The former approach slightly
increases the final performance while the latter does not
work (we leave it in the discussion part). We define the
weight manually, different from the standard way of using
a positive/negative ratio to compute the weights. Similar to
Figure 1, we calculate the validation set accuracy for every
class and try to increase the weight for classes in which our
proposed model performs poorly.

Figure 1. Comparison of the number of every class’s pos-
itive samples in ground truth labels(Upper) and prediction
results(Bottom) on the training data set. The result is given
by the main model (resnet18 with local threshold optimiza-
tion and multi-loss).

Mixup In order to enhance the generalization ability, we
add mixup [13] to the training process. Firstly, we sam-
ple two datapoints (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) from the training
dataset. Then we contruct a new mixed datapoint xij =
αxi + (1 − α)xj with new label yij = αyi + (1 − α)yj .
Model trained on these mixed datapoints tends to learn soft
decision boundary between classes.

2.3. Implementation Setup

In this section, we introduce three training techniques
we used for our model: loading parameters of 12-lead
trained model to model with fewer leads, threshold opti-
mization and model ensemble.

loading parameters of 12-lead trained model to
model with fewer leads We observe that if we adopt mod-
ified ResNet model architecture when we train fewer leads
model, we can reuse almost all the parameters from 12
leads except the first convolution layer since the follow-
ing layers’ parameter layout is the same. So we first train
a 12 lead model. And when we are going to train a model
with fewer than 12 leads, we initialize the model’s param-
eters by the trained 12 lead model’s parameter, except the
first convolutional layer.

Threshold optimization For multi-label classification
task, we perform binary prediction for every class based on
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scalar output generated by challenge loss and the learned
threshold. Since we did 80/20 data split after data pre-
processing, we can use the validation data to conduct a
grid search on the threshold. We search a global thresh-
old (the same threshold for all classes) first and then do a
local threshold search for each class. It is worth mention-
ing that if we directly use the divided 20% validation set to
search the model threshold and make the model selection,
it seems not optimal. So we do an 80/20 data split for the
whole training data first, and then in the validation set we
duplicate recordings from the Georgia dataset by 21 times
and recordings from the CPSC dataset by seven times to
make a validation set with a data distribution similar to the
hidden validation set for threshold search and model selec-
tion.

Model ensemble During the official phase, we submit
several ensemble versions of training models to the chal-
lenge server. We have two types of ensemble: the first one
is the majority vote of models, that is, each model pro-
duces a binary prediction based on their own saved thresh-
old searched by our self-divided validation set for a test
recording; another is that we calculate the mean of these
model’s corresponding searched thresholds and apply it to
the model’s scalar outputs.

3. Results

The 2 lead Challenge scores of our submitted models
on validation set are shown in table 1. We denote the
default version as ResNet18 trained using BCEloss plus
0.1 Challenge loss, without model ensemble and mixup
technique. Then, sub version 1 denotes ResNet18 with
only global threshold search; sub 2 is ResNet18 with local
threshold search; sub3 is ResNet18 trained by mixup tech-
nique with 0.3 weight and global threshold search. Sub
4 is ResNet18 trained by weighted loss mention above and
with local threshold search. Sub 5 is 1D EffientNet with lo-
cal threshold search. Sub 6 is ResNet18 trained by mixup
technique with 0.15 weight and local threshold search. Sub
7 is the ResNet18 with no validation set, trained on all
given data and use hand-set threshold 0.1, ensemble mod-
els from 20 epoch to 30 epoch with majority vote strategy.
Sub 8 is ResNet18 with local threshold search on valida-
tion set while ensemble models from 20 epoch to 30 epoch
with mean threshold ensemble strategy mentioned above.

Table 2 shows the results across all leads where version
1 denotes Resnet18 trained by 0.1 Challenge loss and BCE
loss with trainable parameters from 12-lead applying to to
fewer leads of model as pretrain, and version 2 indicates
Resnet18 trained by 0.1 Challenge loss and BCE loss and
using mixup training technique with weight 0.15. version
3 means Resnet18 trained by 0.1 Challenge loss and BCE
loss, ensemble models from 20 epoch to 30 epochs using
mean thresholds.

Methods 2-Lead Score
sub1(global threshold search) 0.612
sub2(local threshold search) 0.621
sub3(0.3 mixup training) 0.598
sub4(weighted loss) 0.602
sub5(1D EfficientNet) 0.578
sub6(0.15 mixup training) 0.623
sub7(predefined threshold 0.1 ensemble) 0.162
sub8(mean threshold ensemble) 0.625

Table 1. 2 lead Challenge scores on the validation set for
different methods.

Methods 12 leads 6 leads 4 leads 3 leads 2 leads
version 1 0.631 0.603 0.597 0.574 0.560
version 2 0.620 0.615 0.615 0.623 0.620
version 3 0.637 0.622 0.623 0.621 0.625

Table 2. Challenge scores of submitted models on
12/6/4/3/2 leads on validation set.

The final test results are listed below:

Leads Validation Test Ranking
12 0.64 0.51 8

6 0.62 0.51 5
4 0.62 0.51 6
3 0.62 0.50 8
2 0.63 0.52 5

Table 3. Challenge scores for our final selected entry
(team DataLA NUS) using version 3 on the hidden val-
idation set and test set as well as the ranking on the hidden
test set.

4. Discussions

During the exploration of finding a suitable classifier for
this Challenge, we have tried many different approaches.
Some do increase the performance, while some are not.
Even though some methods do not work, we believe it
might shed light on improving the performance.

Rule-based Method We did this exploration by starting
from the ‘Bradycardia’ disease, whose definition is simple
enough for a non-expert to identify. Figure 1 shows our de-
fault model’s performance on every class, indicating that
our model fails to perform well at identifying Bradycar-
dia. Based on Wiki, Bradycardia is a condition typically
defined wherein an individual has a resting heart rate of
under 60 beats per minute (BPM) in adults, although some
studies use a heart rate of less than 50 BPM [14]. Inspired
by this, we compute every recording’s BPM and assign
positive labels to samples with BPM lower than 60. Un-
fortunately, we find that many recordings with BPM less
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Figure 2. Validation accuracy during every training epoch.
The blue plot represents the model trained on resnet18, the
green plot denotes the model trained no resnet34, while the
yellow one represents the model trained on resnet152. It
can be seen that after 20-30 epochs the validation set per-
formance has been decreased, indicating the occurance
of overfitting.

than 60 and 50 are not labeled as Bradycardia, making this
algorithm fail to improve performance.

5. Conclusions

During this Challenge, we tried two types of widely
used deep learning architectures for generating feature
embeddings of every recordings: 1D-Resnet18 and 1D-
Efficientnet. Besides, we utilized the multi-task weighted
loss to adapt to the specially designed Challenge score
metric, and used mixup training technique to increase the
generalization ability. To better classify, we also inte-
grated model ensemble, threshold optimization and pre-
train techniques. All these tricks contribute to our final
performance and make us ranked as the 7th in the official
test ranking in total, while achieved 5th on the 6/2 leads.
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